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8 Days Suriname & Guyana  

Nature Experience 

 
Day 1: Suriname  
Arrival at at the airport of Suriname, meet & greet with your driver and transfer to Hotel Royal Torarica. 
 
Day 2: Suriname - Kabalebo 
After breakfast you will take a flight to Kabalebo nature resort that will take 70 minutes of flight time with a cesna 
plane. You will arrive at the lodge middle in the jungle with no villages in the surrounding area of at least 50 km. 
The day will be filled with a hike through the jungle where you can spot monkeys and other animals. Overnight in 
private river cabins (Lunch, Dinner) 
 
Day 3: Kabalebo 
Soon after breakfast, we will start our tour by drifting with the dugout canoe to the trail that leads to the Moi Moi 
falls. When you have reached the trail that leads to the Moi Moi falls, you will start with an educational walk 
through the rain-forest with a guide. The knowledge you have already gained about the tropical rain forest 
becomes even more interesting during this guided tour, lunch will be at the falls. In the afternoon, we will make 
our way back to the Main Lodge by boat to spot wildlife. After the tour, you can retreat to the swimming pool to 
relax until dinner is ready. After dinner, the manager will provide you with information about your tour for the 
next day. Overnight in private river cabins (Breakfast / Lunch /Dinner) 
 
Day 4: Kabalebo 
Today you will quietly drift down the stream in a canoe, where you will go on an interesting forest walk to the Kilo 
3 rapid. Here you will also go into the search of animals of this pristine rainforest. Overnight in private river cabins 
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
Day 5: Paramaribo 
In the morning you are free to explore the surrounding area of the lodge and river to take your flight back to 
Paramaribo. Arriving in Paramaribo you will take a connecting flight to Guyana, George Town to overnight in hotel 
Marriott (Breakfast, Lunch) 
 
Day 6: Lethem 
In the morning we will take a flight to Lethem and from Lethem we will drive to Surama lodge in the Savannah 
area. In the evening and at night we will go on search to spot animals. Overnight in Surama Lodge (simple jungle 
lodge) ( Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
Day 7: George Town  
In the morning we will try to spot more animals and take our flight back to George Town to overnight in Marriott. 
(Breakfast, Lunch)  
 
Day 8  
Today you will depart from Guyana with flight to Suriname and from the local airport transferred to the 
international airport. 
 
 
 
End of program 
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                                *Total Price per Person in USD (min. 8 pax) 
 
 
 
Included in the price: 

✓ Airport transfer retour ( international & local airport) 
✓ Hotel Marriott Guyana with breakfast ( single / double room) 
✓ Flight return Kaieteur falls 
✓ Flight return Ogle - Lethem 
✓ Local taxes 14% 
✓ Nature fee at Kaieteur nature park 
✓ Tour guide English speaking 
✓ Entry fees  

 
Not included: 

▪ International flight to Guyana and from Guyana to Suriname 
▪ Meals not mentioned in program 
▪ Any kind of insurance 
▪ Tips and fees  

 
 
 
Note: 
 

In order to avoid charter flight to Kaieteur falls please use suggested dates for travel to Guyana 
Transfers from Lethem to Karanambu lodge will be in 4WD SUV’s with a maximum of 4 pax 
Karanambu can accommodate maximum 16 pax in 8 twin lodges 
Maximum pax for flight to Kaieteur falls is 12 pax and minimum to departure is 4 pax 
maximum pax for flight to Lethem is 12 pax departs every day in the morning and return after 1,5 
hour. 
we suggest the Karanambu Lodge instead of Surama Lodge, here they will spot more animals 
and is also very easy to access. 

 

 
 

 
            (ADA-25/07/2019) 

Guyana and Suriname 8 Days / 7 Nights 

   DBL SGL 

Total Price per Person         $ 3.315              $ 3.908 
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